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ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT 
 Vintage horror and comedy comes back in enhanced imagery as House: Two Stories (House, 

House II: The Second Story) (2-Disc Limited Edition) (Arrow Films Blu-ray) arrives in a duel set for 
you to chuckle in amazement and see how latex – made foam creatures were all the rage on screens 
way back in 1985 and 1987 and produced by the little unknown studio LionsGate, now a mega studio with hits like Saw and 
B.O. blockbusters! Step inside, we’ve been expecting you! At long-last, Arrow Video is proud to present the first two install-
ments of hit horror franchise House on Blu-ray for the first time! In the original House, William Katt (Carrie) stars as Roger 
Cobb, a horror novelist struggling to pen his next bestseller. When he inherits his aunt’s creaky old mansion, Roger decides 
that he’s found the ideal place in which to get some writing done. Unfortunately, the house’s monstrous supernatural residents 
have other ideas...! Meanwhile, House II: The Second Story sees young Jesse (Arye Gross) moving into an old family mansion 
where his parents were mysteriously murdered years before. Plans for turning the place into a party pad are soon thwarted by 
the appearance of Jesse’s mummified great-great-grandfather, his mystical crystal skull and the zombie cowboy who’ll stop at 
nothing to lay his hands on it! From the team that brought you Friday the 13th, House and House II are era-defining horror 
classics now newly restored and loaded with brand new extras! Limited Edition Contents: Brand new 2K restorations of House 
and House II: The Second Story, Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing, and The House Companion lim-
ited edition 60-page book featuring new writing on the entire House franchise by researcher Simon Barber, alongside a wealth 
of archive material! Plus HOUSE Audio commentary with director Steve Miner, producer Sean S. Cunningham, actor William 
Katt and screenwriter Ethan Wiley! Plus Ding Dong, You’re Dead! The Making of the House brand new documentary featuring 
interviews with cast, writer and story creator Fred Dekker and composer Harry Manfredini. Plus More:  Special make-up and 
creature effects by artists Barney Burman, Brian Wade, James Belohovek, Shannon Shea, Kirk Thatcher, and Bill Sturgeon, and 
interesting special paintings by artists Richard Hescox and William Stout, and stunt coordinator Kane Hodder. Included is a 
Stills Gallery, & Theatrical Trailers. With House Ii: The Second Story the EXTRAS include: Audio commentary with writer-di-
rector Ethan Wiley and producer Sean S. Cunningham, plus It’s Getting Weirder! The Making of House II: The Second Story, 
a brand new documentary featuring interviews with Ethan Wiley, Sean S. Cunningham, stars Arye Gross, Jonathan Stark, Lar 
Park Lincoln, and Devin DeVasquez, and original composer Harry Manfredini, and we can’t forget those crazy and campy latex 
special make-up and creature effects by artists Chris Walas, Mike Smithson, plus visual effects supervisor Hoyt Yeatman, and 
stunt coordinator Kane Hodder. In addition to this Limited Edition set, it includes a Stills Gallery and Theatrical Trailer. 

House: Two Stories
Arrow Films

Monster Trucks is a Hilarious and 
Heartfelt Family Film that Hits the 
Road Just in Time for Easter Gift- 
Giving and is a delight for the entire 
family. Tripp (mensch Lucas Till of 
X-Men: Apocalypse) is a high school 
senior with a knack for building trucks 
who makes an incredible discovery - a 
gas-guzzling creature named Creech. 
To protect his mischievous new friend, 
Tripp hides Creech under the hood of his latest creation, turn-
ing it into a real-life super-powered Monster Truck. Together, 
this unlikely duo with a shared taste for speed team up on 
a wild and unforgettable journey to reunite Creech with his 
family. A fun-filled adventure that never slows down, Monster 
Trucks features a terrific ensemble cast including Jane Levy 
(Don’t Breathe), Thomas Lennon (“The Odd Couple”), Danny 
Glover (Lethal Weapon), Amy Ryan (Central Intelligence) and 
Rob Lowe (“Parks and Recreation”). I certainly enjoyed this 
film and it has plenty of action for every member of your fam-
ily. The film opens with an oil well for Terravex, an oil com-
pany. CEO Reece Tenneson (Lowe) goes to the well and talks 
to Dr. Jim Dowd (Lennon) since this well is not pumping oil. 
As they investigate the blockage, another scientist discovers a 
water pocket below the earth that may indicate the possibility 
of an ecosystem living down there. The water pressure then 
starts to destabilize. The well bursts and three monsters pop 
out. The monsters are kind of hideous but playful like a puppy 
and Tripp does his best to keep them hidden from Burke (Holt 
McCallany), summoned to capture the monsters. Two are 
taken in but one of them has escaped and is hiding inside a 
truck. Get in the driver’s seat for this action-packed thrill ride 
and the BD includes two Monster Trucks wall decals. Combo-
Pack features over 40 minutes of behind-the-scenes bonus 
content as well as a fascinating look under the hood and dis-
cover all the magic behind Monster Trucks.  Also included are 
interviews from  the cast and crew and  the film boasts a Dolby 
Atmos soundtrack remixed specifically for the home theater 
environment to place  and move audio anywhere in the room, 
including overhead! Pop in the BD and fasten your seatbelt as 
your family gears up for monstrous fun! 

Monster Trucks
Paramount 

Forgot your kids chocolate bunny 
for Easter? Well, make it up to them 
with intrigue, adventure and decep-
tion as a test of the bonds of the DC 
Super Heroes returns to the screen 
in Teen Titans: The Judas Contract  
&  includes a BD Combo- Pack 
and a Deluxe Gift Set. The all-new 
adventure was inspired by the 1984 
DC story from Marv Wolfman and 
George Pérez.   The Deluxe edition will include an exclusive 
figurine of Blue Beetle in a numbered, limited edition!  The 
animation is a blast and the plot explosive! Led by Starfire, 
the Teen Titans – Beast Boy, Blue Beetle, Robin and the 
just-returned Nightwing- have built a cohesive team in 
their never-ending battle against evil; but their newest 
teammate, the mysterious and powerful Terra, may be 
altering that dynamic.  Meanwhile, an ancient evil, Brother 
Blood, has awakened, and familiar foe Deathstroke is lurk-
ing in the shadows – both waiting to pounce. Ultimately, 
the Teen Titans will need to battle their enemies and their 
own doubts to unite and overcome the malicious forces 
around them. Exciting to watch, a visual feast for your 
eyes, The Judas Contract features the talents of Christina 
Ricci, the late Miguel Ferrer, including the established 
Teen Titan  voice cast, plus returning actors Sean Maher, 
Stuart Allan and Taissa Farminga, to name a few. EXTRAS 
in the Deluxe Gift S et includes a Sneak peek at Batman 
and Harley Quinn, - the next DC Universe Original Movie, 
a Featurette – Titanic Minds: Wolfman and Pérez: A 
revealing documentary that explores a creative partnership 
that has lasted decades, plus another Featurette - Villains 
United- Deathstroke, and Additional Sneak Peeks and 
From the DC Comics Vault – Two Bonus Cartoons (Gift Set 
only).  Street Date for Gift Set- April 18 but is now available 
via Digital HD now. 

Teen Titans: 
The Judas Contract

Warner Bros.

“Have a Happy Easter! Sho Buz 
will be off Easter week.” - Ed Held

Mumfrey’s 
Pharmacy

Where Quality Brings You In
And Courtesy Brings You Back
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